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THE EXCAVATED IMPRINTS OF THE INTERIOR WORLD  

by Ms. RUNA BANDYOPADHYAY2 

   

Abstract: 

journey for excavation into 0 (Interior World)  A prose anthology written by 

the poet Alok Sarkar 1. The journey through this excavation process has created the space for me 

to reconstruct my own poems in an internalized language3. In this process deconstruction comes 

into play first. void magic with sunlit absence. Some imprints piled up in the exterior of 

action, in the interior of reaction. I start Conversation with the excavated imprints. Alternatively I 

could say I start engaging words to my feelings. Sometime the words are word-illusion of me, 

on

implant words in my moments; the moment which is the indistinct whistle of nocturnal language; 

the moment which is the reflected light of the lost dew; the moment which is the unheard music 

of silent tears.  
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At the very beginning let me present few gems 

the poet Alok Sarkar: 

, nothing is getting importance in any direction. In this type 
of inattention all sides are getting filled with the words of unopposed modest 

spontaneous happening, for that there was no desire also, not even a wait. That 
means lifecycle is according to rules. That is a wordless imageless white  these are 

such a fra closeness or distance, which is only an 
existence, like an uncertainty of one and ten wet fields

existence, an untiring non-debatable certainty.   

We pray for this permanence, the awakened sleep inside colourless, 

nondirective, permanent living  an indistinct silent prayer. And the noiseless, 
speechless, imageless right hand stands in front of us with expanded five fingers

also cloudless sky of one and ten fields. And this lifecycle is a life-stream inside sleep, 
inside uproar  inside the ups and down of home, family, going and return - all 

are certain. In front of it the infinite certainty, one and ten fields with expanded 
fingers.                   (P-198)             

 (Translated by Reviewer) 

 

The interior world is created by digging the inner-home of the sunlit absence. I start digging one 

and ten fields of interior bit by bit. Lots of grains piled up on my palm. Oblique light gets reflected 

from the particles. Turning the particles I track their displacement and write down few imprints 

of it.  

Imprint-1: Corona on the finger of realization.  message-rich invitation. The symbol has been 

kept in aloof plantation.  opening the loop of mystery in the dark cave of progressing 

inscription.  
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Imprint-2: The dark face on the back of untouched light. The face swings in a confusion of interior 

and exterior. Swing at the root of dilemma. L -  

Imprint-3: A circular unlimited flight. Imprint of future path flies away. Weep of art-stream in the 

hint, a solitary reading of the refracted path.   

Imprint-4: A continuous ablution inside the sunlit absence, inside the non-existing totality.  What 

a weightless diction, silent invocation! 

Imprint-5: Meaning of action sits in the pronoun of creation.  a chain-breaking warrant, 

the right to build a new one, an expectation of perfection in meditative motion.  

Imprint-6:  signs of non-home in the home  designing an effortless motion, 

from going to non-going, from return to non-return, in the nascent state of denial.  

Imprint-7: A canvas of light. But the light is absent in non-question, in wonder, in silence.  

Imprint-8: Dark trip by opening the delusion of light. The alternate world is blossoming at the 

incoherent steps. No rhythm. No sequence. No rules too. 

 

Now I shall entre into the session of Conversation with the above excavated imprints:  

Conversation with imprint-1: 

The truth is hanging between answered and unanswered. What is its form? Or is it formless? 

Intimate comprehension is writing the elegy of form and formless. The question paper is difficult. 

Consciousness has been written but subject is missing.  a random accumulation of 

unselected, where only desire, nothing to achieve. What a wildcat desire! 

Tables of my reason grope for the logic formula 

 An attentive position 

 yet so insignificant 

Seaming process of multi way analysis 

  looking for a definite ambience 

 according to rule 

 When I ask for an explanation 

 I reach the doorstep of experience 

  individual identity assembled on my palm 

Again I entered into the reading enclave. An endless selection and rejection start. Inside the process 

whole is going towards being. Nonbeing is controlling it from the  timeless 

endeavour. I go on groping the middle point between being and nonbeing. The whole giggles at 

me  looking for the true being? 
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In the endless cycle of reception and rejection  

who is everlasting? 

Truth is nowhere 

 More truth just born behind the truth 

 in a gradual nascent state 

 The scripts of non-attainment still stuck there 

 Notation of inherent melancholy  

rings in the endeavour of receiving  

Finger is wrapped with evening letter of gloomy world. On the cover of correspondence the 

pronoun of experience has set an endless stair. The spontaneous candour of living process is 

planting hesitation. I have to cross all the rectilinear utterance. I m engraving my travel marks in 

the wonderland of simplicity. I need to go down the imperative stairs of realization  to the 

 towards the dark void.  

Conversation with imprint-2: 

Averted non-light is hanging in the canvas of light. Polarization is position related. Our prerequisite 

vision is along the centripetal axis. Background of magic-show regarding eyes. Balance of position 

in the theory of reflection. But reflection is just a formula.  no liability. No stability. No 

instability too. I become confused about my position.  

Slight dark on the back of light 

What an intensification of hint 

What a strong going of existence 

As much marking in the motion 

as much imprint in the path 

all are unconditional surrender 

light to dark 

me to you 

 an earnest allusion 

so many waivers 

yet light-home 

love 

what a difference so far 

roots of my confusion is shaking 

The dark existence averse to hear is now crossing our senseless boundary.  

with visual touch. Step by step. Then  a total absorption. Yet I spread my hand to 

untouchable light.  coming down with beautiful waves and cherished appearance.  
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I lay my dark palm on the way of light 

splashed at the moment 

One or two gestures on my uncertain fingers 

never become eternal in the dancing joy 

only the light-face deposits on the finger of darkness 

face of exterior 

 no ringing in the graphic image of the face 

no sorrow for not ringing also 

Non-light on the other end of light 

what an intense expression 

constant ringing of the silence without utterance 

roots out my confusion 

The self-absorbed dark is gradually waking up in the interior.  not gloomy, but deep dark. You 

named it as Tamasa4. All its construction shook terribly in the pain of existence. Not the zero-

graphic face of void.  structures. All are coloured by the colour of the existence. As 

a consequence all becomes its own colour. Sometimes they are only vowels and sometimes 

consonants. They only want to be. But only the failure-flavoured buds remained in the way of 

expectation. All the letters of interior ring in the non-disclosed buds. 

 

Conversation with imprint-3: 

An unseen bird named as repletion sitting at the window of art cottage. Whether to be caught or 

not - a question is rolling in. And an answer is winding up making the full circle. An immaculate 

circle swings between completeness and incompleteness. Sitting in the imprint-readin

rotating the compass, from one point to the next. In the obsessed courtyard all the departures come 

back to the previous point of departure.  

Just going 

and returning 

the bell of recess rings 

yet  

Only the bell of anklet goes around 

in a whirlpool 

in immense circular attribute 

Yet t  a quiet completeness at the centre

understood. The journey in bare foot towards being could nly the 

feeling of discharging pollens, only the light and dark buzz of incoherence.  
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Vision is planted on suddenness 

in immersed void-myth 

darken study wakes up 

endeavour to read dark-line 

realization starts 

with meaning 

without meaning 

conflict comes out from antagonism 

artistry walks in intrinsic circle 

as the universe 

as the tradition 

in circular gesture 

Going over and over again but not advancing 

anywhere. A wavering swings along the tangent. Success is spattering in the freak of failure. All the 

noncircular decisions are removing their racing at the balcony of art-home. With the illicit 

watermark of motion the perception is writing the restless elation of imperceptibility. 

 

Conversation with imprint-4: 

All the guidelines are waiting along the staircase living. n embodied presence. Featherless birds 

at every step.  no flying. No desire to fly also. All the marks of living bend under the gravity 

of time. Then your instruction-less call rings suddenly.  

An abstract absence  

yet a call of infinite could be heard 

Memory-less invitation within the call 

Spontaneous 

Motion with devoid of time 

entangled your feet 

Soundless utterance  

within impalpable void 

Hints are so silent that the feather of the bird, averse to listen, has been moved with desire of flying. 

Inside the frozen loneliness your consciousness arouses with an unheard tune. Opening the door 

of perception I want to reach that ringing spot.  a thick coating of thousand-coloured plaster 

on the natural colour. So the eyes glitter with additional colours, an excessive decoration. Wiping 

all the imposed marks I want to reach your pure primordial. 

The traditional primordial 

Eternal adventure dances 
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with the style of broken infirmity 

Infinite wonder rings 

with the sound of waterfall 

Every moment 

eternal moment 

Rootless existence 

non-probable non-existence 

The path of existence and non-existence is flowing with the wave.  along the ego-less 

destitute world. Call of self around the whole. I have to come down to slough off. An infinite call 

rings on the eternal horizon. I have to come down by removing all the plaster-marks. The prime-

faced fingers are writing the successive shower of individuality. 

 

Conversation with imprint-5: 

The geographic circle is in the fold of history.   only the right of 

action, not  limitless exhibitions of the artist. Construction is blossoming on 

his alternate finger. ut of group beckoning. Possible repletion 

is waiting in his desire. But repletion is a phantom idea only. Our personal articles of obscurity 

start in the desire of attainment. The motion of needle is ringing on his finger. To pierce or not to 

pierce is up to him. 

You kept the whole world 

under your control  

since birth 

The role of supreme  

throughout life 

Acting on the gallows  

as scarecrow 

Script writing to urge action 

d  the right of the world  

or underworld 

Yet the artist is outside of all. His consciousness  any of 

your manners or morals. He has antagonism towards all chained rule forever. Crushing and 

smashing again and again. He deconstructs into pieces and constructs with particles. He has been 

called spontaneously by the liberty orb of infinite, in un-unified meditation, in circle-immersed 

journey.  

s a challenge 

throughout life 

You write your ascertainment first 
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Pigeon of uncertainty 

Expansion from feather 

drop by drop 

His right in every drop 

only his alone 

 

 He has 

only a carefree position in a math-less cave. To be or not to be is in foggy commotion. Mahin 5 

horses are coming down in the darkness opening the reins of light. His rules and regulations reside 

in nly deconstruction and 

construction. He creates to cross it in future. No religion no truth in expanded consciousness. All 

are songs of dropping feather. The border of your words becomes subject-less through his journey 

from wonder to hesitation. In the upstream of denial he continued his carefree boat of creation. 

 

Conversation with imprint-6: 

I have to go back to your door-less home. Along the way you arranged those who speak about 

clamour. This nascent-less noise restrict my motion into expectation. My journey stopped there. 

 

I have to go to your non-residence  

 in search of path inside path 

unplanned 

pamphlet-less 

the conscious journey 

with non-endeavour 

with simplicity 

no starting 

no ending 

only an invisible waiting 

within oblivion 

 

Waiting is not trad

according to any grammar. Then what will be its definition? If definition is not confined it becomes 

 oing is just to come back. n invisible 

 it. The motion within the absent ardour blows the trumpet of fear. The 
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which strums in the gesture of anklet. I have to go back. I have to go back to your non-residence. 

 

Conversation with imprint-7: 

Presence and absence swings in the perspective of vision. Vision has been kept in the harmonics of 

light. Depending on darkness vision wakes up in the ligh I wanted to remove the vision, 

the dependency and light. I left with pencil vs. formless. I named it you and you, because everyone 

has his own way. loomy gesture, a sky-blue support, an unoccupied body etcetera and 

etcetera. Only unsupported you never be within any dimension.  

 

Apathetic scratch  

on non-dimensional landscape 

so silent 

so effortless 

that the perspective of vision fall off 

drop by drop 

in the painted finger of  

vision 

in the illegal notation of  

consciousness 

 

Light marks the boundary inexorably. It reveals a presence. But your measurement always identifies 

the infinity. All the grammar of rule has been rolled down between the fingers. There was no elegy 

of way in nomadic winter solstice. There was no glassy expectancy in travelling summer solstice.  

 

His staying is so speechless pause 

how the death will touch him? 

His going is so question-less 

an episode-less non-question 

how the death will devour him? 

His motion is so stir-less 

so silent 

 marge of flow and non-flow stream 

where the death will keep its mark? 

Crossing the secured door 
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all motions are going towards non-motions 

how the death will stop him? 

 

Those which are responsible, all are sure of death. Those which are planned, figured, all are marked 

with death. Bud's 

moment. Dry flowers are falling silently.  Yet all this tradition is calling union in the interior. Life 

or death, to be or not to be, commitment of not being is awakening inside being. Invisible 

strumming is in the un-embodied. Water drenched motion keeps away the death warrant. 

 

Conversation with imprint-8: 

The question related to your position was translating ancient hermitage. The narrative  of rules 

was attached on the finger of present. Reactions were written with the chorus of action. It was a 

progressive history. An idle sequence was weaving the continuity. There was no emergence, no 

discovery. It was just an undisturbed circle. Then the artist came. His individualism broke the 

centre to make an exception.  

 

Confident embryo is germinating 

This is the alternative 

no first  

no history also 

The alternative truth 

on the broken notation of truth 

The rough mesh on the deep weaving 

If the finger touches the internet 

the causal link breaks down 

In the lanes of broken relationship 

denial of parental home 

objectiveless 

purposeless 

 

Only a formless seed is in the womb of creative endeavour.  no image of completeness on 

the wall of seed-coat. No sound of commitment in the principle of seed. No liability to sow the 

seed-bed, only dark travel. No acceptance. No denial too. Your first footprint was in primitive 

micro particle. Joining more and more particles you made this material world. Featherless story 

rolls down inside the object. The rolling tables contain your collage only. A disciplined slogan is 

in this infinite still frame.  
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Towards the absence 

an incoherent going 

and return 

The moment-lost finger 

keeps down the weight of the object 

Crossing principle at the centre of the mass 

Hymns of un-breathing inside breathing 

Incoherent steps creates the world of negation 

Full of fire as much as  

centrifugal 

Lightning spark as much as  

unrestrained 

------------------- 

0   Antarlok  

 

1Alok sarkar, a renowned Bengali poet (23 March 1931  November 2016), was born and brought 

up at Kolkata, India. He was a professor of Bengali literature. He was focussed on alternative 

literature and experimenting with contemporary poetic language. Utal 

 (Restless Solitude) was published in 1950. After that he authored several poetry and prose 

books.  (Sunlit Absence),  (Secret World),  

(Pure Forest),  (Dark Festival),  (Illuminated Synthesis)  to 

name a few amongst them. His published poetry books are about 35 in numbers. He also author 

of several plays, novels and short stories. His poetry anthology,  (Poetry Collection) 

was published from Diya publication, Kolkata, in the year of 2010. His prose anthology,  

(Interior World) was published from Kaurab publication in the year of 2012. His poetry collection 

Shono Jabaphul  (Listen Hibiscus flower) received  (Tagore Award) for 

literature, the highest state award in Bengali literature. 

 

2 Ms. Runa Bandyopadhyay http://galatearesurrects2017.blogspot.in/2017/03/ice-creamwith-

smile-by-swapan-ray.html 

 

3  Internalized language  - The journey through this excavation process has created the space for me 

to reconstruct my own poems in an internalized language. When I read a poetry book, if the poem 

triggers me, if I can assimilate the original poems in my way of realization, then I can construct my 

own poem from the original one. In this process deconstruction comes into play first. Then I 

spread the assimilated feelings in a continuum of my own way of life and construct my own poem 

http://galatearesurrects2017.blogspot.in/2017/03/ice-creamwith-smile-by-swapan-ray.html
http://galatearesurrects2017.blogspot.in/2017/03/ice-creamwith-smile-by-swapan-ray.html
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with an internalized language. This process demands a lot of space in the original poem.  In the 

process of reviewing Sar

and verse, originally in Bengali, an Indian language. The Bengali version has been published in my 

review anthology, Tamoser Alokbh  (Light Travel of Dark) published by Kaurab publication. 

Here I am presenting the translated version of it.  

 

4 Tamasa  Bengali word for Dark 

5 Mahin  Bengali name of a man 

 


